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Abstract
Interoceptive sensations, that means, perceptions of the physiological body state, play
an important role in the generation and expression of emotion. The focus of the research
presented here is on respiratory sensations as specific interoceptive signals. Such respiratory
sensations (like the feeling of dyspnea) play an important role in symptom perception in somatic
(e.g., asthma) as well as in mental disorders (e.g., anxiety disorders). There are several different
ways to manipulate respiratory sensations in an experimental environment, but many of them
did not equal sensations in daily life. Here, stimuli (inspiratory resistive loads, caffeine) were
used that trigger nearly naturally occurring interoceptive sensations. Taking into account that
the elicited interoceptive experience also induces an unpleasant feeling state it is most likely
that individuals show defensive physiological responding to such cues and try to avoid them.
According to a bidirectional motivational system defensive behaviors are regulated by
a defensive motivational system that is activated by threatening cues. From research with
exteroceptive stimuli it is known that defensive responding is typically characterized by
heightened autonomic arousal, increased respiration, and a potentiated startle eyeblink
response. In contrast, only a few studies using interoceptive stimuli have incorporated the
measurement of physiological data in their experimental designs. If included, studies show also
heightened autonomic responding, whilst a heterogeneous respiratory as well as startle eyeblink
responding is observed. Thus, the studies presented here were designed to clarify the factors
that mediate defensive responding to interoceptive sensations.
Study 1 investigated the influence of anxiety on the subjective, respiratory, and
autonomic response to an individually determined inspiratory resistive load, while study 2
focuses on the effect of attentional modulation of the startle eyeblink response to a mild
respiratory threat. In study 3 the modulation of subjective, respiratory and autonomic reactions
by arousal expectations was examined. Therefore, caffeine, a respiratory stimulant, or a placebo
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were administered without the participants’ knowledge. The fourth study examined the
influence of the process of worrying, a strategy to deal with unpleasant body symptoms, on
defensive responding. Depending on the study design subjective, respiratory and autonomic
(skin conductance level, heart rate) parameters were assessed as marker for defensive
mobilization. In study 2 and 4 the startle eyeblink response was measured as further index of
defensive activation. Besides that in study 2 also the P3 component of the event-related
potential, as an index for attentional allocation, was recorded.
The main findings of the presented dissertation are the following: Study 1 revealed that
1) only high anxiety sensitive individuals reporting also high suffocation fear respond to lower
stimulus intensities with stronger defensive responding, and 2) that this group demonstrated a
maladaptive compensatory breathing pattern. Additionally, study 2 exhibited that 1) the startle
eyeblink response is relatively inhibited during a mild interoceptive threat, and 2) this inhibition
corresponds to an attention allocation towards breathing as indicated by a reduced P3 amplitude
to the startle noise as well as subjective report. Furthermore, highly anxiety sensitive individuals
showed a more pronounced defensive responding if the interoceptive sensations were
unexpected (study 3). Recently, study 4 demonstrated that worry led to an increased defensive
response mobilization.
All studies are discussed in the context of the theoretical background of the defensive
response modulation to exteroceptive and interoceptive sensations with respect to mediating
factors. Showing exaggerated defensive responding and maladaptive adaptation processes in
high anxious individuals the results point towards the important role of interoceptive sensations
in the etiology, maintenance and therapy of mental disorders, especially the anxiety disorders.
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Zusammenfassung
Interozeptive Empfindungen, das heißt Wahrnehmungen des physiologischen
Zustandes unseres Körpers, spielen eine wichtige Rolle in der Emotionserzeugung und dem
Emotionsausdruck. Der Fokus der hier präsentierten Forschung liegt auf Atmungssensationen
als spezifische interozeptive Signale. Solche Atmungsempfindungen, wie das Gefühl von
Dyspnoe, spielen eine relevante Rolle in der Symptomwahrnehmung bei somatischen (z.B.
Asthma), aber auch psychischen Erkrankungen (z.B. Angststörungen). In einer experimentellen
Laborsituation können Atmungssensationen auf verschiedenen Wegen hervorgerufen bzw.
beeinflusst werden. Jedoch lösen viele Methoden Empfindungen aus, die nicht äquivalent zu
alltäglichen Empfindungen sind. Daher nutzten wir Stimuli (inspiratorische Atemwiderstände,
Koffein), die nahezu natürlich auftretende interozeptive Atmungssymptome auslösten. Unter
der Berücksichtigung, dass die ausgelösten interozeptiven Empfindungen auch einen
unangenehmen Gefühlszustand induzieren, kann angenommen werden, dass Personen auf
solche Reize mit defensiven physiologischen Reaktionen reagieren und versuchen diese
Empfindungen zu vermeiden.
Unter Annahme eines bidirektionalen motivationalen Systems wird durch Aktivierung
des defensiven motivationalen Systems bei Bedrohungsreizen defensives Verhalten gesteuert.
Aus Forschungsarbeiten mit exterozeptiven Stimuli ist bekannt, dass defensive Reaktionen
typischerweise gekennzeichnet sind durch eine erhöhte autonome Erregung, gesteigerte
respiratorische Aktivität und einen potenzierten Lidschlussreflex. Im Gegensatz dazu haben nur
wenige Studien, die interozeptive Reize mit einbezogen, physiologische Messungen im
Versuchsablauf integriert. Waren diese integriert, zeigten die Studien ebenso erhöhte autonome
Reaktionen, während die Atmungsdaten und die Befunde zur Lidschlussreaktion ein
heterogenes Bild ergaben. Daher wurden die hier präsentierten Studien entwickelt, um die Rolle
mediierender Faktoren bei der defensiven Reaktion auf interozeptive Reize zu klären.
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Studie 1 untersuchte den Einfluss von Ängstlichkeit auf subjektive, respiratorische und
autonome Parameter bei Konfrontation mit einem individuell bestimmten inspiratorischen
Atemwiderstand.

Studie

2

untersuchte,

ob

die

Modulation

des

Schreckreflexes

(Lidschlussreflex) bei Konfrontation mit einem leichten respiratorischen Bedrohungsreiz
aufmerksamkeitsbedingt ist. In der 3. Studie wurde der Fragestellung nachgegangen, ob die
Erwartung von Erregungssymptomen die subjektiven, respiratorischen und autonomen
Reaktionen moduliert. Dafür wurde den Probanden entweder Koffein, ein Atmungsstimulanz,
oder eine Placebosubstanz ohne Wissen des Probanden verabreicht. Die 4. Studie befasste sich
mit dem Einfluss des Sorgens, einer Strategie um mit unangenehmen Körpersymptomen
umzugehen, auf die defensive Reaktivität. Abhängig vom Versuchsablauf wurden subjektive,
respiratorische und autonome (Hautleitfähigkeitsniveau, Herzrate) Parameter als Indikatoren
der defensiven Mobilisierung erhoben. In Studie 2 und 4 wurde als weiterer Indikator der
Lidschlussreflex erhoben. Daneben wurde in Studie 2 auch die P3-Komponente des
ereigniskorrelierten Potentials als Indikator für das Ausmaß der Aufmerksamkeitsverschiebung
erfasst.
Die Hauptbefunde der vorgestellten Dissertation sind Folgende: Studie 1 zeigte, dass 1)
nur hoch angstsensitive Personen mit hoher Erstickungsangst auf geringere Reizintensitäten mit
einer stärker ausgeprägten defensiven Reaktion reagierten und 2) diese Gruppe ein
dysfunktionales Atemmuster aufwies. Ergänzend demonstrierte Studie 2, dass 1) der
Lidschlussreflex während einer leichten interozeptiven Bedrohung relativ inhibiert ist und 2)
diese Inhibition mit einer Aufmerksamkeitsverschiebung in Richtung des Bedrohungsreizes
(leicht eingeschränkte Atmung) einherzugehen scheint. Indiziert wurde dies durch eine
reduzierte P3-Amplitude auf den akustischen Schreckreiz und den subjektiven Bericht.
Weiterhin wiesen hoch angstsensitive Personen stärker ausgeprägte defensive Reaktionen auf,
wenn die interozeptiven Empfindungen unerwartet waren (Studie 3). Zuletzt zeigte Studie 4,
dass der Prozess des Sorgens zu einer gesteigerten defensiven Reaktivität führte.
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Alle

Studien

werden

vor

dem

theoretischen

Hintergrund

der

defensiven

Reaktionsmodulation unter Einbeziehung mediierender Faktoren bezogen auf extero- und
interozeptive Reize diskutiert. Aufgrund der beobachteten stärker ausgeprägten defensiven
Reaktionen und der dysfunktionalen Anpassungsprozesse bei hoch ängstlichen Personen
weisen die Ergebnisse auf die wichtige Rolle interozeptiver Sensationen in der Ätiologie,
Aufrechterhaltung und Therapie psychischer Störungen, insbesondere Angststörungen, hin.
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1.1

Interoceptive sensations

Relevance of interoceptive sensations
According to Craig (2003) interoception can be defined as the perception of the

physiological body state. This perception is based on afferent signals from body tissue (e.g.
muscles, visceral tissue) that are transmitted to the brain via chemicals in different liquids or by
the autonomic nervous system. In turn the brain also controls autonomic reactions to keep
physiologic processes in a homoeostatic state. In contrast, the exteroceptive system, e.g.
mechanoreception inside the skin or proprioception, regulates somatic motor activity (Craig,
2004). The insular cortex is considered to be the key area of brain that integrates afferents from
the body and the efferent outcome and is also involved in forming the perceptual sensation of
the body state (Craig, 2003; Paulus & Stein, 2006). Since these perceptions of the body state
contribute to the generation or expression of feeling states (see debate between James and
Cannon; Cannon, 1987; Barrett & Simmons, 2015) the understanding of the mechanisms of
such interoceptive sensations became more and more relevant in the research of somatic as well
as mental disorders (Paulus & Stein, 2006).
For example, in asthma patients as well as in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) increasing the accuracy of perception of interoceptive signals is an
important part of the disease management. Thus, research has focused on enhancing accurate
identification of trigger sensations and examining reasons for false alarms (e.g., Dahme,
Richter, & Mass, 1996; Janssens, Martens, Storms, & Van den Bergh, 2015; O'Donnell et al.,
2007). Another research area is the investigation of pain perception and its modulation for the
understanding of functional somatic disorders like the Irritable Bowel Syndrome (Cameron,
2001; Naliboff et al., 2008; Zaman et al., 2015). The focus of the presented research in this
dissertation is on respiratory sensations as specific interoceptive signals. Such respiratory
sensations (like the feeling of dyspnea) play an important role in symptom perception in somatic
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(e.g., asthma or COPD) as well as in mental disorders (e.g., anxiety or somatic symptom
disorders).
1.2

Symptom provocation studies
Symptom provocation studies in the field of interoceptive research aim at inducing

physiological sensations to examine (1) possible individual differences in symptom reports or
physiological adjustments to these interoceptive signals across various groups (e.g., groups with
different levels of anxiety, individuals with and without somatic disorders such as asthma or
COPD), (2) the responding to different interoceptive cues in the same group, or (3) a
combination of both. There are several different ways to manipulate respiratory sensations in
an experimental environment (for a detailed overview see Esquivel, Schruers, & Griez, 2008).
One way is to use invasive methods such as an infusion or injection of a known respiratory
stimulant like sodium lactate (e.g., Gorman et al., 1984; Sinha, Goetz, & Klein, 2007),
doxapram (Abelson, Weg, Nesse, & Curtis, 2001) or the tetrapeptide cholecystokinin (CCK-4,
Eser et al., 2009). Another approach to investigate the sensation of dyspnea is the inhalation of
carbone dioxide (CO2) of different concentrations (e.g., Blechert, Wilhelm, Meuret, Wilhelm,
& Roth, 2010) or mechanical ventilation (e.g., Banzett et al., 2000), where breathing parameters
are forced to change in a specific manner by the nature of stimulus. This implies that there are
also techniques, which are directed at changing breathing parameters by voluntary control of
the participant, like voluntary hyperventilation (e.g., Melzig, Holtz, Michalowski, & Hamm,
2011; Wilhelm, Gerlach, & Roth, 2001) and breath holding (e.g., Rassovsky, Abrams, &
Kushner, 2006).
The symptom provocation challenges mentioned above have some disadvantages. One
is the invasiveness and the uses of drugs, which are on the one hand highly potent substances
to induce respiratory symptoms, but on the other hand do not belong to substances of daily life.
A second disadvantage is that the former presented symptom provocation challenges limit the
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possibility of differential individual responding in especially respiratory parameters though the
methods are aimed at changing them in a specific way depending on the used method. A way
to directly induce respiratory sensations and simultaneously allowing individual adaptation of
respiration to the stimulus is the use of inspiratory resistive loads.
Inspiratory resistive loads increase the workload, which is necessary to inhale the same
volume as compared to breathing freely, as the air has to be transported through the defined
resistance of the load. Thus, their primary target locations are the respiratory muscles, which
participate in the regulation of the breathing cycle (Harver & Mahler, 1998). In contrast to many
other symptom provocation studies the use of resistive loads provides the opportunity to induce
a wide range of respiratory sensations, stretching from mild to maximally tolerable feelings of
dyspnea. Banzett and colleagues (2008) showed that loaded breathing primarily modulates the
sensation of breathing effort. The breathing effort is rated as more intense for loaded breathing
than for CO2 inhalation, while the latter one is rated as more unpleasant. Furthermore, it has
been demonstrated that participants are able to distinguish between the perceptual and the
emotional dimension of the experience of the dyspnea sensation and that both dimensions are
modulated independently (see also von Leupoldt & Dahme, 2005). Taking into account that
dyspnea is an interoceptive experience that also induces an unpleasant feeling state it is most
likely that individuals try to avoid or terminate such unpleasant feelings by adjusting the
breathing pattern to avoid sensations of dyspnea. Thus, such changes in breathing patterns can
be analyzed to investigate how such defensive adaptations are activated by interceptive cues.
Moreover, it can be studied whether such defensive adaptations vary according to different
levels of trait fear. Before some of these findings will be presented some theoretical foundations
about the organization of defensive systems will be described.
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2

The nature of defensive reactions

According to dimensional models emotions can be considered as action dispositions that
are routed in a more primitive bidirectional motivational system, that has evolved to ensure the
survival of the organism (Lang & Bradley, 2010). The appetitive motivational system is
activated by appetitive cues and motivates approach behavior. The defensive motivational
system, activated by threatening cues, evokes several defensive behaviors (Lang, Bradley, &
Cuthbert, 1998). Analyses of verbal reports of emotional feelings also show that these reports
are organized along two dimensions, valence and arousal. Valence describes the affective
meaning, ranging from pleasant over neutral to unpleasant. In contrast, arousal refers to the
level of motivational activation, ranging from relaxed to aroused. In humans the triggered
emotions can be measured in three domains – verbal report, physiological changes and overt
behavior (Lang et al., 1998). Insights regarding the three reaction domains resulted mostly form
studies using external stimulation of the motivational systems (for an overview see Lang &
Bradley, 2010).
2.1

Physiological responses to exteroceptive stimuli
2.1.1 Autonomic responses
Using passive emotional picture viewing Lang and coworkers (1998) showed that heart

rate increases with increasing pleasantness, whereby a deceleration was found for unpleasant
pictures. In contrast, skin conductance activity increased with increasing arousal level of the
pictures regardless of their valence. Sabatinelli, Bradly, & Lang (2001) extended these findings
by showing that increased autonomic arousal can already be observed during anticipation of
such emotional pictures, a finding that is well known from conditioning research. Cues that
signal the occurrence of an emotionally significant event (the unconditioned stimulus) reliably
elicit elevated skin conductance responses (Hamm, Greenwald, Bradley, & Lang, 1993; Hamm
& Vaitl, 1996; Melzig, Michalowski, Holtz, & Hamm, 2008). While these findings are very
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robust and replicated multiple times only few studies examined respiratory changes during fear
conditioning. For example, van Diest, Bradley, Guerra, van den Bergh, and Lang (2009)
demonstrated accelerated respiration and reduced level of carbon dioxide to a fear conditioned
cue that was paired with a human scream as unconditioned stimulus.
2.1.2 Startle eyeblink response
Besides these autonomic parameters the modulation of the startle response is often
measured as a more direct index of defense system activation. The startle response - a cranialto-caudal spreading wave of flexor movements elicited by any abrupt sensory stimulus – is a
protective reflex. In humans the eyeblink response is the first component of this reflex and can
be measured using electromyography (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990). The startle response
is potentiated when evoked during viewing of unpleasant pictures (Lang et al., 1990; Vrana,
Spence, & Lang, 1988), perception of unpleasant odors (Miltner, Matjak, Braun, Diekmann, &
Brody, 1994), fear-conditioned cues (Hamm et al., 1993), or anticipation of an exteroceptive
threat (Melzig et al., 2008). In contrast, startle responses seem to be relatively inhibited when
elicited during processing of pleasant pictures (Vrana et al., 1988), pleasant sounds (Bradley &
Lang, 2000), or pleasant odors (Miltner et al., 1994).
2.2

Physiological responses to interoceptive stimuli
2.2.1 Autonomic responses
As described above many studies have examined defensive response adaptation to

unpleasant and threatening exteroceptive stimuli. More recently researchers started to explore
whether and how interoceptive stimuli activate such defense system. However, only a few
studies have incorporated the measurement of physiological data in their experimental designs.
Studies using inhalation of different amounts of CO2 as experimental manipulation or using it
as conditioned as well as unconditioned stimuli in fear conditioning paradigms demonstrated
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increased skin conductance response during exposure or anticipation of CO2 inhalation
(Acheson, Forsyth, & Moses, 2012; Acheson, Forsyth, Prenoveau, & Bouton, 2007; de Cort,
Griez, Buchler, & Schruers, 2012; Pappens, Peuter, Vansteenwegen, van den Bergh, & van
Diest, 2012; Pinkney, Wickens, Bamford, Baldwin, & Garner, 2014). Studies using resistive
loads alone or in combination with a temporary breathing occlusion as interoceptive stimuli
also report increased skin conductance responses during anticipation and exposure of dyspnea
(Lang et al., 2011; Pappens, Smets, Vansteenwegen, van den Bergh, & van Diest, 2012;
Pappens et al., 2010). Only the fear conditioning study by Pappens, Vandenbossche, van den
Bergh, & van Diest (2015) using two different intensities of resistive loads as conditioned and
unconditioned stimulus did not find differences in skin conductance response. Additionally, the
authors did not observe changes in respiratory parameters. In contrast, de Cort et al. (2012)
showed that participants exhibited an increased tidal volume when the unconditioned stimulus
(35% CO2) was cued by imagery of a suffocation script.
2.2.2 Startle eyeblink response
As well as for exteroceptive threat cues the startle response was assessed in a variety of
studies for interoceptive threat cues. It was shown that participants exhibited a potentiated
startle response for cues predicting an interoceptive threat like voluntary hyperventilation
(Holtz, Pané-Farré, Wendt, Lotze, & Hamm, 2012), loaded breathing (Lang et al., 2011) or a
breathing occlusion (Schroijen et al., 2016). Furthermore, these findings were extended by
demonstrating that startle potentiation was observed during processing of conditioned stimuli
(light loads) that predicted stronger dyspnea (higher loads or breathing occlusion) (Pappens,
Smets, Vansteenwegen, et al., 2012; Pappens et al., 2015). In addition, Ceunen et al. (2015)
reported startle potentiation during periods of oesophagal stimulation compared to no
stimulation. On the other hand there are also studies reporting an inhibition of the startle
response during loaded breathing and CO2 inhalation or during a cold water test (Ceunen,
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Vlaeyen, & van Diest, 2013) Furthermore, some studies did not find any startle modulation at
all during interoceptive challenges (Horn, Schaller, & Lautenbacher, 2012; Pinkney et al., 2014)
or reported mixed findings. For example, Pappens et al. (2010) found a potentiation of the startle
response during exposure to a light respiratory resistive load, but no change in blink magnitudes
during the presentation of a moderate load compared to a no stimulus condition.
Taken together, on the one hand, the defensive responding to interoceptive stimuli
parallels in general the subjective and physiological response profiles observed for external
threat. On the other hand there are also unexpected variations that are not completely
understood. The research program presented in this dissertation was designed to clarify the
factors that mediate defensive responding to interoceptive sensations to shed light on processes
that contribute to enhanced defensive reactions to interoceptive cues as observed in patients
with panic disorder and agoraphobia or somatic symptom and related disorders (Ceunen et al.,
2015; Hoehn-Saric, McLeod, & Zimmerli, 1991; Melzig, Weike, Zimmermann, & Hamm,
2007; Naliboff et al., 2008).
2.3

Modulation of defensive responses to interoceptive stimuli by trait like personality
variables
2.3.1 Anxiety sensitivity
Anxiety sensitivity (AS) is a trait-like dimension that was first described by Reiss and

McNally (1985). Individuals scoring high on this dimension report high fear of physical
symptoms because they misinterpret physiological changes of the body state as signals of
dramatic, potentially life threatening, consequences. For example, by recognizing palpitations
of the heart high AS individuals interpret such perceptions as signal for a potential upcoming
heart attack rather than being associated with benign things as faster walking. In the last years
an increasing amount of studies used the verbal report scale - the Anxiety Sensitivity Index
(ASI, Peterson & Reiss, 1992; Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986) to investigate
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whether such trait dimension modulates the processing of interoceptive stimuli, particularly the
processing of respiratory stimuli.
Asmundson, Norton, Wilson & Sandler (1994) demonstrated that high anxiety sensitive
individuals reported more symptoms for a guided hyperventilation task, relative to low AS
individuals although heart rate changes were similar during this challenge. This was replicated
by Melzig, et al. (2011) with high AS individuals reporting more symptoms by showing
comparable defensive responses during guided hyperventilation relative to low AS individuals.
However, in contrast to the study by Asmundson and colleagues (1994) high AS participants
exhibited an increase for heart rate and skin conductance level as well as a potentiation of the
startle reflex during early recovery after hyperventilation challenge in the Melzig et al. study
(2011). Furthermore, already the anticipation of a hyperventilation task leads to an increase in
reported anxiety and defensive activation in high AS participants, reflected in startle
potentiation, heart rate and SCL increase (Holtz et al., 2012; Melzig et al., 2008). Interestingly,
this difference in physiological responding was specific for interoceptive threat, the anticipation
of an exteroceptive one lead to comparable physiological responding in high and low anxiety
sensitive individuals (Melzig et al., 2008). Using a single-breath inhalation of 20% CO2 and
room air inhalation Blechert, Wilhelm, Meuret, Wilhelm, & Roth (2013) confirmed an
increased subjective responding caused by an interoceptive threat in high AS participants.
These reports of increased anxiety were accompanied by a pronounced dyspnea response,
namely increased respiratory rate and a trend to a reduced tidal volume, and an increase in heart
rate during the experiment. Taken together all studies support the hypothesis that a trait
dimension based on verbal report data modulates defensive reactivity to interoceptive stimuli.
The modulatory effect of such dimension seems to be particularly evident during anticipation
and recovery of such interoceptive challenges. Finally, changes in respiratory parameters during
induced dyspnea seem to be particularly relevant since they seem to contribute in amplifying
symptom perception.
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2.3.2 Suffocation fear
A second trait-like factor, which is linked to especially respiratory interoceptive
sensations, is the suffocation fear. Suffocation fear can be described as the fear of restriction of
the airways and the perceived danger of a death by asphyxia. Early studies showed that
suffocation fear as one component of claustrophobic fear (Rachman & Taylor, 1993), that
correlates moderately with the second component fear of restriction. Suffocation fear is
assessed with the suffocation subscale of the Claustrophobia Questionnaire (CLQ, Radomsky,
Rachman, Thordarson, McIsaac, & Teachman, 2001). Different studies showed that suffocation
fear, besides anxiety sensitivity, is a valid predictor for the anxiety level after an inhalation of
20% CO2 (Eifert, Zvolensky, Sorrell, Hopko, & Lejuez, 1999; Eke & McNally, 1996; McNally
& Eke, 1996). Furthermore, Kroeze et al. (2005) demonstrated that participants with high
suffocation fear showed a facilitated processing of fear relevant information after being primed
with a fear relevant cue (respiratory loads). These studies point to a possible role of an
automated negative appraisal of fear associated interoceptive symptoms in high suffocation fear
individuals. A second explanation for the higher reactivity of anxious individuals to respiratory
sensations is provided by two biological based etiological models of panic attacks, which
suggest that respiratory symptoms are a main trigger of panic attacks. Klein (1993) as well as
Ley (1985, 2005) argued that suffocation fear arises from a signal by an internal suffocation
monitor, due to changes in level of carbon dioxide in the blood. Thus, high suffocation fear
individuals might have a hypersensitive suffocation monitor.
2.3.3 Influence of anxiety sensitivity and suffocation fear on defensive responding
during a respiratory threat
In summary both traits, anxiety sensitivity and suffocation fear, seem to have an
influence on the defensive responses evoked by interoceptive cues. The studies that investigated
the moderating effects of these traits, however have some methodological constraints, which
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might restrict the significance of the results. First, physiological responding is often measured
during anticipation of or after exposure to an interoceptive respiratory cue, but not during the
exposure itself (Eifert et al., 1999; Holtz et al., 2012; Melzig et al., 2008). Thus there is hardly
any data available for the exposure periods. One possible reason is that due to the nature of the
used respiratory stimuli the stimuli itself forces predictable adaptation of respiratory and other
autonomic parameters. These adaption processes could be assumed to be comparable or were
necessarily even made comparable, like in a guided hyperventilation task, between study
participants (Holtz et al., 2012; Melzig et al., 2008), thus excluding the possibility to investigate
differences in adaptive defensive responding depending on the trait characteristics. Second
respiration can be adapted voluntarily thus influencing other autonomic measures through the
respiratory cardiovascular coupling, which might lead to an interpretation problem as well. And
third, although previous studies assume that high anxious individuals show a stronger
physiological responding to less intense interoceptive stimuli, most studies used the same
stimulus intensity for all participants (Bouton, Mineka, & Barlow, 2001; Niccolai, van Duinen,
& Griez, 2008, 2009).
Thus the aim of our first study was to allow for an individual choice of stimulus intensity
to investigate, at which intensity fear reports occur depending on the level of anxiety sensitivity
in combination with suffocation fear, and moreover to explore whether respiratory adaptations
to the interoceptive stimulus differ during the exposure of respiratory challenges between
individuals differing in this traits. Furthermore a respiratory stimulus, namely inspiratory
resistive loads, were used to induce natural anxiety provoking interoceptive sensations like a
subjective feeling of dyspnea, breathing difficulties, or shortness of breath (Banzett et al., 2008;
Harver & Mahler, 1998), which are frequently reported symptoms during acute panic attacks
(Vickers & McNally, 2005). To address the different issues the study consisted of three parts
and the responding of three groups was compared – low anxiety sensitive individuals with low
suffocation fear (low AS- low SF, L/L), high anxiety sensitive individuals with low suffocation
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fear (high AS- low SF, H/L), and high anxiety sensitive individuals with high suffocation fear
(high AS – high SF, H/H). In the first part we ran a psychophysical procedure, by stepwise
increasing inspiratory resistive loads to determine the individual detection threshold. Starting
with this threshold, intensities were further increased step by step following an exponential
function according to Steven’s power law (Stevens, 1957), and participants had to rate the
unpleasantness of the experienced dyspnea in the second part. The physical intensity of the
detection threshold was almost identical between the three groups suggesting that there was no
difference in the sensitivity to detect interoceptive sensations of dyspnea. In contrast, when
resistive loads were further increased the high AS-high SF participants evaluated lower
intensities of the loads as more unpleasant than the two other groups (see Figure 1). Thus only
the combination of high anxiety sensitivity and high suffocation fear leads to a threatening
interpretation
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Figure 1: Means and standard errors for the physical resistances according
to the unpleasantness categories for the low AS-low SF, high AS-low
SF, and high AS-high SF group.
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This finding is in line with an explanation proposed by Paulus & Stein (2006, 2010).
They assume that anxious individuals exhibit a larger difference between a perceived
interoceptive signal and the expected aversive outcome of such body state. These differences
could be the result out of two scenarios. One scenario states that there is a biased interoception
of the body state and a normal expectation regarding physiological changes. The other one
assumes that the interoception is normal, but the expectation regarding the body state is
exaggerated in a negative way. Our data are supporting the second explanation. Furthermore,
our results extend previous findings by Pappens, Smets, van den Bergh, and van Diest (2012),
who showed that high suffocation fear individuals rated a small and a large resistive load as
more unpleasant as medium and low suffocation fear individuals. We demonstrated, that the
high suffocation fear group tolerated only lower stimulus intensities until the maximum ratings
(max. tolerable) were reached.
The third part of the study recorded respiratory and physiological changes continuously
during three minutes exposure to the strong, very strong, and maximally tolerable unpleasant
resistive load. To compare the physiological responses evoked by the different loads it was
necessary to match physical intensity of the loads because it has a strong impact on the
respiratory responses (Harver & Mahler, 1998). Therefore, the load that was rated as very strong
by the high AS-high SF participants was compared to the load rated as strong by the low ASlow SF and high AS-low SF since the physical intensity of both loads were comparable.
Although physically identical load intensities individuals of the high AS-high SF group rated
them, in the third part of the study, as more unpleasant and intense with more eliciting panic
symptoms than the two other groups. Replicating previous findings by Pappens, Smets, van den
Bergh, et al. (2012) participants with low fear of suffocation showed a compensatory breathing
pattern, characterized by a decreased minute ventilation, primarily accomplished by a reduced
breathing frequency, while the tidal volume remained unchanged. According to Harver &
Mahler (1998) the typical response pattern to inspiratory resistive loads involve a reduction in
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breathing frequency accompanied by a constant or increased tidal volume. In contrast, the high
AS-high SF group showed a maladaptive respiratory response during the respiratory challenge.
The minute ventilation as well as the breathing frequency decreased over the first 30 seconds
and then increased steadily over the whole three minutes above baseline levels, while the tidal
volume was kept constant. These data suggest that the observed respiratory changes in the high
suffocation fear group were not the result of a voluntarily adaptation but rather were the
consequence of an automatic processing, since leading to more frequent exposure with the
aversive stimulus. Additionally, high suffocation fear individuals showed a reduced end-tidal
partial pressure of CO2 (petCO2) compared to the low AS-low SF group and the high AS-low
SF group. These data are in line with learning theories of pathological anxiety (Bouton et al.,
2001) stating that mild body symptoms become conditioned stimuli that elicit anxious
apprehension and lead in case of dyspneic challenge to the reported dysfunctional breathing
pattern.
In line with other studies there was no difference in the skin conductance level (Melzig
et al., 2011; Melzig et al., 2008; Wollburg, Meuret, Conrad, Roth, & Kim, 2008), but the high
AS-high SF group responded with a significant increase in skin conductance level, which was
maintained during the entire 3-min exposure period, indicating that feelings of dyspnea were
associated with increased autonomic arousal.
2.4

Modulation of defensive responding by attentional processes
2.4.1 Startle eyeblink response during interoceptive challenges
The results of the first study demonstrated that the combination of both personality-like

traits, anxiety sensitivity und suffocation fear, lead to subjective as well as physiological
defensive responding during the exposure to a threatening stimulus, which probably seem to be
the consequences of a rather automatic adaptation to the restricted breathing.
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There is ample evidence that anticipation or exposure to exteroceptive threat stimuli is
associated with a potentiation of the startle reflex (Hamm et al., 1993; Lang et al., 1990; Melzig
et al., 2008; Miltner et al., 1994; Vrana et al., 1988). Such potentiation of the startle reflex has
also been observed during anticipation of interoceptive threat (Holtz et al., 2012; Lang et al.,
2011; Pappens, Smets, Vansteenwegen, et al., 2012; Pappens et al., 2015; Schroijen et al.,
2016). As explained above, startle potentiation indexes the activation of subcortical defensive
motivational networks. According to the emotional-priming model by Lang & Bradley (2010)
this defensive activation is aimed to avoid or escape from a potential danger.
On the other hand, there are also studies showing no potentiation or even an inhibition
of the startle response during interoceptive threat stimuli (Ceunen et al., 2013; Ceunen et al.,
2015; Horn et al., 2012; Pappens et al., 2010; Pinkney et al., 2014). These data are in line with
research showing that startle responses are not only modulated by emotional processes but also
by selective attention. Already early studies by Anthony & Graham (1985) as well as Hackley
& Graham (1984) demonstrated that the startle response is inhibited when attention is allocated
to a different sensory modality than that of the startle-eliciting probe stimulus.
2.4.2 The P3 component as an index of attention allocation
Although there is a mixed picture of startle responding during interoceptive challenges
and the attention allocation hypothesis is obvious, there are hardly any studies, that tackle these
questions by using another index to quantify selective attention in addition to startle eyeblink
response. One objective indicator for the hypothesized selective attention allocation is the P3
component of the event-related potential (ERP; e.g., Johnson, 1988; Kok, 1997). Studies using
emotional foreground materials, like pictures or sounds and an acoustic startle probe stimulus
demonstrated that the P3 amplitude to the probe stimulus was reduced when the probes were
presented during emotional compared to neutral foreground stimuli (Bradley, Codispoti, &
Lang, 2006; Keil et al., 2007; Schupp, Cuthbert, Bradley, Birbaumer, & Lang, 1997), with the
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former one engaging more attentional resources. Furthermore this was more prominent for
highly arousing emotional pictures (Hamm, Schupp, & Weike, 2003). Additionally, when the
selective attention to the foreground stimuli is reduced as a result of repetition the startle P3
amplitude increases (Ferrari, Bradley, Codispoti, & Lang, 2011). Thus the concurrent recording
of the P3 component and the motor startle eyeblink response evoked by the same probe stimuli
can be used to investigate attention allocation to interoceptive cues.
2.4.3 Changes in startle eyeblink response and P3 component during respiratory
threat
The second study was designed as a methodological study with focus on the attention
allocation hypothesis as explanation for the reduced startle response during interoceptive
challenges. We expected a reduced startle amplitude to the interoceptive threat, operationalized
as feeling of dyspnea, as consequence of limited capacity to process the auditory startle probe
(Anthony & Graham, 1985; Hackley & Graham, 1984), because of a shift of attention to the
respiratory threat. Three conditions were compared. First a condition with a mild interoceptive
threat introduced by breathing through a face mask with tubing without additional resistances.
Thus, the system inherent resistance creates a feeling of breathing restriction (Alius, Pane-Farre,
von Leupoldt, & Hamm, 2013; von Leupoldt & Dahme, 2005). In the second condition
participants did not wear a face mask at all and could breathe freely. In the third, later added,
control condition, participants did wear a face mask, but without tubing. Thus, no respiratory
resistance is induced, but this condition allows for controlling of possible effects of the face
mask on the startle modulation.
As expected a functional respiratory adaption, characterized by increased flow rate and
tidal volume accompanied by reduced breathing frequency, a typical response pattern to
inspiratory respiratory resistances (Harver & Mahler, 1998), was observed for the mask-withtubing condition . These data suggest that the face mask with tubing condition reflects a state
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of a moderate interoceptive threat (Alius et al., 2013; Pappens et al., 2010). Furthermore, the
startle response as well as the startle P3 were reduced during the mild interoceptive threat
(mask-with-tubing condition) compared to the no-mask condition suggesting that participants
allocated their attention to the mild interoceptive stimulus. Interestingly, the amplitude of the
startle response for the control condition “mask-without-tubing” was comparable with the nomask condition, while the amplitude of the P3 showed a trend of being in between the maskwith-tubing and the no-mask condition. This is in line with findings by Bradley et al. (2006)
and Leite et al. (2012), who demonstrated decreasing startle P3 amplitudes with increasing
arousal of the emotional foreground pictures. In accordance with the observed changes in the
respiratory data and the verbal report of an attention shift towards breathing during the maskwith-tubing condition one can conclude that selective attention was allocated to the
interoceptive threat. Additionally, our data showed that the reduced startle response is not an
artifact caused by pressure of the face mask on the orbicularis oculi muscle, because for all
three conditions the resting prestartle EMG was similar.
In conclusion, in addition to the first study the current data showed that the startle
eyeblink responses are relatively inhibited during a defensive activation produced by a mild
interoceptive stimulus, and that this inhibition might be explained by changes in allocation of
attention towards breathing.
2.5

Modulation of defensive responding by expectation of arousal
The previously presented studies used respiratory resistances to induce an interoceptive

threat. Because of the study designs and the nature of the respiratory resistances used, or the
system inherent respiratory resistance of the face mask with tubing, the occurrence as well as
the absence of the interoceptive threat was always perceivable and predictable for the
participants. Yet, it is known that the physiological responding to interoceptive threats can be
influenced by instructions, creating expectancies about the elicited symptoms. In this context
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the predictability of the threat also plays an important role. Zvolensky and Eifert (2001) show
in their review of studies using hyperventilation and CO2- challenges that the controllability of
this situation is an important moderator of the fear response in these situations particularly for
highly anxious participants. This means that perceived control regarding the threatening
stimulus reduces anxious apprehension in such challenges. Lyubkin, Giardino, and Abelson
(2010) gave healthy non-anxious participants a standard instruction or a cognitive intervention,
which consists of a coping and a control component, before an injection of pentagastrin to
induce hyperventilation. Besides the typical effects of a pentagastrin injection the participants
in the cognitive intervention group showed a reduced hyperventilation compared to the standard
instruction group. Using a control (diaphragmatic breathing) in comparison to an acceptance
(mindfully observation) and a no intervention strategy Eifert & Heffner (2003) demonstrated
that acceptance is superior to control and no intervention in high AS women. The women in the
acceptance group showed less avoidance to a 10% CO2-inhalation and reported lower anxiety
than the two other groups. Telch, Harrington, Smits, & Powers (2011) examined the effects of
expectancy inductions which match (arousal expectation) or mismatch (relaxation expectation)
the arousal symptoms elicited by a 35% CO2 inhalation in high and low AS participants. The
reported fear response and the experience of panic attacks to the CO2 inhalation was more
pronounced for the high AS with relaxation induction compared to high AS with arousal
expectation, while the expectancy induction has no effect for the low AS groups. As stated
above a modulation of such expectancy effects is not possible with respiratory resistances,
because these interoceptive challenges cannot be applied without explicit knowledge of the
participants. One possibility to induce interoceptive sensations unexpectedly is the use of
pharmacological substances (for a detailed review see Esquivel et al., 2008).
Besides the many other substances, caffeine as an adenosine receptor antagonist is a
widely used stimulant (Esquivel et al., 2008), which has also anxiogenic effects in persons with
elevated fear of somatic sensations, such as patients with panic disorder (Vilarim, Rocha
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Araujo, & Nardi, 2011). Caffeine has the major advantage that it can be administered without
explicit knowledge of the participant. Thus the following study was designed to investigate the
effects of expected vs. unexpected caffeine administration on the fear responses in high vs. low
anxiety sensitive individuals. To induce different arousal expectancies two beverages (coffee
vs. bitter lemon soda) were combined with administration of 4mg/kg body weight caffeine or
no drug, resulting in four within-subjects conditions: 1. coffee with caffeine, inducing an
expectation of arousal symptoms but also inducing an arousing pharmacological effect, 2.
coffee without caffeine, inducing the expectation of arousal symptoms, without the arousing
pharmacological effect 3. bitter lemon soda with caffeine, which leads to no expectation of
arousal symptoms, but an arousal inducing pharmacological effect, and 4. bitter lemon soda
without caffeine, resulting in no expectation of arousal symptoms and no pharmacological
effects. Data from two time points post-beverage consumption were analyzed to further
disentangle expectancy and pharmacological effects (a) directly after beverage consumption
and (b) 30 minutes after beverage consumption when caffeine absorption reached its maximum
(Blanchard & Sawers, 1983). Only low habitual caffeine users were included to exclude
responses that are conditioned to the taste or smell of coffee.
Immediately after caffeine administration skin conductance level increased while heart
rate is decreased. Moreover, individuals reported more arousal symptoms. These effects remain
stable until 30 minutes after beverage ingestion. This pattern of autonomic activation is in line
with other findings after caffeine administration (Barry et al., 2005; Beck & Berisford, 1992;
Quinlan, Lane, & Aspinall, 1997; Totten & France, 1995). Interestingly there was no effect of
anxiety sensitivity, neither immediately nor 30 minutes after beverage consumption beverage,
but expectations modulated the physiological and verbal report data. Directly after the
consumption of coffee with caffeine skin conductance level and heart rate were higher
compared to the consumption of bitter lemon with caffeine. Thirty minutes post-ingestion this
modulatory effect was no longer present.
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A clear effect of anxiety sensitivity after caffeine administration depending on the
induced expectation about arousal symptoms was present in the respiratory responses. High
anxiety sensitive participants showed an early starting decrease of pCO2 in parallel with an
increase in minute ventilation, which was most pronounced thirty minutes after caffeine
ingestion, if the caffeine ingestion was not expected (bitter lemon with caffeine). Low anxiety
sensitive individuals exhibited the same respiratory pattern, but only for an expected caffeine
ingestion (coffee with caffeine). Generally, the observed increase of minute ventilation and
decrease of pCO2 under caffeine administration is in line with previous results of Bell,
Kowalchuk, Paterson, Scheuermann und Cunningham (1999). The authors examined the effect
of 6 mg/kg body weight caffeine one hour after ingestion during moderate or heavy intensity
exercise on respiration. During moderate exercise the administration of caffeine was associated
with an increased tidal volume and a decreased partial CO2. Nevertheless, the observed
response pattern in the high AS group parallels the maladaptive respiratory adaption of the high
AS-high SF individuals to inspiratory resistive loads in the first presented study of the current
dissertation (Alius et al., 2013). Thus the data suggest a defensive activation, which is likely
elicited by the interoceptive sensations caused by caffeine. In contrast to the predictable
threatening feelings of dyspnea induced by inspiratory resistive loads the physiological arousal
induced by caffeine in bitter lemon was not predicted and therefore elicited the strongest
response in the high AS group. Again, the above explained insular view of anxiety by Paulus
and Stein (2006) provides a biological model for these results. In the bitter lemon with caffeine
condition the expected body state is altered and this mismatch triggers the anxious
apprehension. Another possible explanation offers the context-sensitivity vulnerability model
by Telch et al. (2011) which proposes that the degree of defensive responding depends on the
conceptual match between a dispositional sensitivity and the threat-relevant context. As
previously reported, Telch et al. (2011) used an arousal and a relaxation instruction for
activating a dispositional sensitivity, while the threat relevant context was a CO2 inhalation.
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Thus there was a mismatch between both when the relaxation instruction was given. The high
AS group showed strongest anxious responding during this condition, which is in concordance
with our findings. The authors (Telch et al., 2011) provide different explanations for this
phenomenon. One suggestion is, that due to the relaxation instruction the aversiveness of the
unexpected effects of the CO2 inhalation is underpredicted, which might lead to the anxiogenic
effect. Another suggestion refers to a reappraisal process. The disconfirmation of felt safety
(relaxation) by the perceived arousal symptoms, may have led to a new appraisal of the context
as being threatening, which in consequence might elicit fear responding.
2.6

Modulation of defensive responding by the process of worrying
The aforementioned study demonstrated that uncontrollability of an interoceptive threat,

leads to a stronger defensive activation in high anxiety sensitive individuals. As in the other
studies and in concordance with the literature often the interoceptive sensations itself were the
main focus of fear (Barlow, 2004; Bouton et al., 2001). But further studies demonstrated that,
especially in pathological anxiety, interoceptive sensations are also present as aversive
accompanying symptoms of other foci of fear (Domschke, Stevens, Pfleiderer, & Gerlach,
2010; Olatunji, Deacon, Abramowitz, & Valentiner, 2007). These aversive interoceptive
sensations often appear in terms of arousal symptoms, which persons have to deal with. In his
theoretical work of the nature of anxious apprehension Barlow (2004) stated that the process of
worrying is one such attempt to deal with a feared potential danger and thus has an influence
on physiological responses. Previously Borkovec (1994) proposed that worry is used as a
cognitive avoidance strategy directed at reducing the experience of somatic arousal symptoms
by inhibiting vivid emotional imagery. In line with this theory it was shown that neither
worrying itself nor subsequent presentation of emotional stimuli led to increased physiological
responding (Borkovec & Hu, 1990; Llera & Newman, 2010). In contrast there are also findings
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showing heightened defensive responding during worrying periods (Hofmann et al., 2005;
Peasley-Miklus & Vrana, 2000).
To assess whether worrying increases or decreases somatic arousal and defensive
responding we conducted a further study comparing worry to neutral thinking or rumination.
Rumination was included because directing attention to past negative events is thought to focus
on a problem without initiating a solution process, reflecting also a negative emotional state
(Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 2008), which is often associated with less
observable physiological arousal (Lang & McTeague, 2009). Participants were confronted with
three personalized scripts (worry, rumination, and neutral) and were asked during watching of
key words to think about the current issue, while heart rate, skin conductance and startle
eyeblink responses were assessed.
The verbal report data reflected that emotional arousal was successfully induced in the
worry and rumination condition. Individuals reported more anxiety, depression and tension,
during these emotional scripts compared to neutral ones. The startle response during the worry
condition showed a potentiation compared to the neutral and rumination condition indicating a
stronger defensive responding during anticipation of a potentially harmful event in the future.
This was supported by a slight increase in skin conductance level for both emotional arousing
conditions. Taken together worry led to an increased defensive response mobilization.
3

Summary and future directions

The presented work gave an overview of defensive responses to interoceptive,
moderately threatening sensations, with the focus on respiratory symptoms. The presented
research showed possibilities how interoceptive threat can be experimentally manipulated using
pharmacological but also increased inspiratory loads to induce interoceptive threat. Moreover,
the current research demonstrates that defensive responding to such challenges is modulated by
trait factors but also by expectations.
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Taken together the major findings of our research are:
1) Only a subgroup of the high anxiety sensitive individuals, those who also report high
suffocation fear, show increased defensive responses to inspiratory loads with lower
physical intensity.
2) The high AS- high SF individuals showed a maladaptive compensatory breathing
pattern to the inspiratory resistive loads, which indicates an unconscious adaptation
of breathing.
3) The motor component of the startle eyeblink response was relatively inhibited
during a mild interoceptive challenge, and this inhibition might be explained by
increased selective attention towards breathing as suggested by cortical data.
4) Defensive responding in highly anxiety sensitive individuals is more pronounced if
interoceptive sensations are unexpected.

Future research should include different interoceptive stimuli at different intensities to
generalize actual findings to a broader field of interoceptive sensations. Furthermore, future
research might invest more effort to investigate the neural underpinnings of defensive response
activation to interoceptive sensations which might help to better understand pathological
anxiety to interoceptive cues – like panic disorder. Though only including highly anxiety
sensitive individuals which are thought to be a high risk group for developing a panic disorder
(McNally, 1996; Schmidt, Lerew, & Jackson, 1999) future research should extend the findings
to pathological anxiety and possibly develop some therapeutic implications.
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